
Scientific Achievement 
The studies on Ba3NiNb2O9 reveal that (i) it is a new S = 
1TLAF system showing two magnetic phase transitions 
bracketing an intermediate up-up-down phase; (ii) it is a 
multiferroic system with ferroelectric ground states 
stabilized at all three magnetic phases. 
 

Significance and Impact 
Ba3NiNb2O9 is a rare system showing multiferrocicity with 
a  small spin (S = 1). The possibility of strong couplings 
between the quantum spin fluctuations and ferroelectricity 
provides a new mechanism for multiferroicity.  
 

Research Details 
The	  magne)c	  ground	  state	  of	  Ba3NiNb2O9	  was	  determined	  by	  
neutron	  powder	  diffrac)on.	  The	  Phase	  diagram	  was	  determined	  by	  
DC	  and	  AC	  magne)c	  suscep)bility,	  dielectric	  and	  polariza)on	  
measurements.	  

	  

Successive Magnetic Phase Transitions and Multiferroicity in S = 1 
Triangular-Lattice Antiferromagnet Ba3NiNb2O9 

Neutron	  powder	  diffrac)on	  was	  measured	  at	  the	  	  
High	  Resolu)on	  Neutron	  Powder	  diffractometer	  
HB2A	  at	  the	  High	  Flux	  Isotope	  Reactor,	  ORNL.	  

H-‐T	  phase	  diagram	  for	  Ba3NiNb2O9.	  The	  arrows	  
indicate	  spin	  structures.	  	  PM:paarmagne)c;	  PE:	  
paraelectric;	  FE:	  ferroelectric.	  
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field [Fig. 2(c)] shows a sharp peak at TN1. With increasing
field, this peak shifts to lower temperatures and becomes
broader. For H > 8 T, a second peak well separated from
the first peak appears at lower temperatures. The field
dependence of "0 measured at 0.5 K shows two peaks
around 8 and 15 T, respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. With increasing
temperature, the peak around 8 T does not move signifi-
cantly while the peak around 15 T moves to lower fields.
The two peaks tend to merge at about 3 K.

The pyroelectric current was measured on warming
after poling the crystal in an electric field while cooling
down from above TN1 with magnetic field (FC) or without
magnetic field (ZFC). The spontaneous polarization was
obtained by integrating the pyroelectric current with respect
to time. At zeromagnetic field, the pyroelectric current, and
accordingly the spontaneous electric polarization, begin to
develop belowTN1 [Fig. 3(a)].With opposite poling electric
field, the pyroelectric current direction can be reversed
[Fig. 3(c)]. This indicates the ferroelectric (FE) nature of
the ground state, which is clearly coupled with the 120
degree magnetic ordering. The obtained polarization is
around 1:1 !C=m2 at 0 T. The polarization overall
decreases and shifts to lower temperatures with increasing
magnetic field [Fig. 3(b)], which is consistent with the
behavior observed for the higher temperature peak in "0.
For the polarization emerging at TN1, there is no difference
between the ZFC and FC measurements.

ForH ! 8 T another peak of the pyroelectric current (or
another steplike increase of the polarization) is found at the
same temperaturewhere the lower temperature peak of "0 is
observed. Note that this low temperature polarization
increase is observed only when the sample is cooled under
the presence of both, magnetic and electric, fields, i.e., after

magnetoelectric (ME) annealing. For example, the lower
temperature peak for the pyroelectric current disappears for
the ZFCmeasurement, as seen in Fig. 3(c) for the 10 T data.
For some ME systems, the reversible pyroelectric peak is
also observed under ME annealing without invoking a
ferroelectric transition as a consequence of the combined
effects of magnetic domains and the ME effect [24–26].
Therefore, the additional increase of the polarization and
the low temperature "0 anomaly are more likely to arise
from a magnetoelectric mechanism, rather than from an-
other FE transition with a different order parameter.
Combining all the values for the transition temperatures

and critical magnetic fields observed from the various
techniques described above, the low temperature H-T
phase diagram for Ba3NiNb2O9 shown in Fig. 4(c) is
obtained. Below 4.9 K and with increasing magnetic field,
at least three magnetic phases [labeled as A, B, and C in
Fig. 4(c)] are consistently observed. In the A phase, the
spins form the 120 degree coplanar AFM ordering at zero
field. Under small external magnetic fields, the order in the
A phase is expected to gradually deviate from the 120 deg
structure while maintaining a similar degree of continuous
degeneracy [27]. At higher fields, as the theories predict
[3–5], for an AFM triangular lattice, the quantum fluctua-
tions for small spins can lift the classical degeneracy in the
A phase to select the B phase. We tentatively assign the
uud state with a 1=3Ms magnetization plateau stabilized in
a finite magnetic field range to the B phase [3–5].

FIG. 3 (color online). Pyroelectric current (Ip) (a) and polar-
ization (b) as a function of temperature at different magnetic
fields under positive electric poling field and FC conditions. The
inset of (b) shows polarization vs magnetic field at 2.3 and 3.8 K
under ZFC conditions. Ip (c) and polarization (d) at H ¼ 0 and
10 T under positive (solid symbols) and negative (open symbols)
poling fields and ZFC and FC conditions.

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) dc magnetization (M) and its deriva-
tive (dM=dH) for T ¼ 1:4 K. (b) ac susceptibility as a function
of magnetic field H for four temperatures. The asterisks and the
triangles indicate A-C and C-D phase boundary respectively.
(c) H-T phase diagram for Ba3NiNb2O9. Different symbols
denote phase boundaries obtained from different techniques.
h:"0 H-sweep, #:"0 T-sweep, $: polarization, v: CP, m: ac
susceptibility H-sweep, 4: ac susceptibility T-sweep, %: dc
susceptibility TN1,þ: dc susceptibility TN2, ': dc magnetization.
The arrows indicate spin structures. The dashed (solid) vertical
lines in (a) and (b) indicate the transition fields to uud (oblique)
phases. The dashed lines in (c) are guides to the eyes.
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